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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

This Handbook for Information Technology Security Configuration Management Planning 

 (Department) General Support 
des guidance to the 
ent (CM) of Department 

g a CMP that is compliant with the 
Department’s minimum standards.   

1.2 Background 

CM is the process of establishing and maintaining the technical integrity of a system throughout 
its life cycle by systematically identifying, controlling, and accounting for all changes made to a 
system.  According to the Handbook for Information Assurance Security Policy

Procedures provides a comprehensive and uniform approach to developing a configuration 
management plan (CMP) for every U.S. Department of Education
Systems (GSS) and Major Applications (MA)1.  The handbook provi

n managemindividuals responsible for, or involved in the configuratio
GSSs and MAs, who may also be responsible for developin

, a CM process 
shall be developed for each GSS/MA to effectively manage and track system changes.  As part 
of the documentation required for a GSS or MA to be certified and accredited, the Handbook for 
Information Technology Security Certification and Accreditation Procedures requires a CMP as 
one of the security documents that must be developed.2  This handbook provides a structured 
method of documenting the CM process for a GSS/MA in a CMP. 

1.3 Scope 

This handbook outlines the major elements of a CMP and provides a description of the content 
that should be included in each section.  In addition, the handbook provides a high-level 
introduction to CM and CMPs, including what CM is, what a CMP is, and why and when a CMP 
should be developed.  The handbook also describes, in depth, the configuration control process 
(CCP), which is the most important element of the CMP. 

This handbook is based on the Handbook for Information Assurance Security Policy; Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-130, Appendix III, Security of Federal Automated 
Information Resources; and other applicable Federal information technology (IT) security laws 
and regulations. 

1.4 Structure 

This handbook is organized into five (5) major sections: 

 Section 1 provides an introduction to the procedures;   
 Section 2 provides a high-level introduction to CM and CMPs;  
 Section 3 describes the key elements of a CMP; 

                                                 
1 The Handbook for Information Technology Security General Support Systems and Major Applications Inventory 

Procedures can be used to help determine if a particular system is a GSS or MA. 
2  For more information on the Department’s certification and accreditation process, refer to the Handbook for Information 

Technology Security Certification and Accreditation Procedures. 
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 Section 4 provides an overview of the CCP, a major component of the CMP; and 

This handbook also includes the following seven (7) appendices: 

 Section 5 provides a summary of the document. 

 Appendix A: Glossary of Terms; 
 Appendix B: Acronyms; 
 Appendix C: References;  
 Appendix D: Sample Change Request Form; 
 Appendix E: Sample Security Impact Assessment Form; 
 Appendix F: Sample Emergency Change Request Form; and 
 Appendix G: Sample Change Request Status Log. 
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2. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

2.1 What is Configuration Management? 

 
ing 

n of 
nt 

of changes made to a GSS/MA and related documentation (version control), and 
effective risk management. 

al 
 

ining to activities 

e plan 

CM is defined as the systematic identification, documentation, and control of system elements by 
recording and reporting change processing and implementation status.  These activities assist in
verifying compliance with specified system requirements as well as establishing and maintain
the technical integrity of a system throughout its life cycle.  The successful implementatio
CM activities results in an established and documented system baseline3, effective manageme
and tracking 

2.2 What is a Configuration Management Plan? 

A CMP is a living document that identifies CM roles and responsibilities, resources, and form
processes and procedures to ensure that all proposed changes to a GSS/MA are evaluated and
approved before implementation.  This plan is essential for effective CM perta
such as system-wide upgrades, replacements, and deployments.  In addition, it is a key process 
for maintaining the appropriate level of information security for a GSS/MA. 

A CMP should include and address CM roles and responsibilities, communications, system 
configuration baseline, configuration control process, and CM resources.  In addition, th
should also include a cover page and table of contents, an executive summary, and an 
introduction section.  A detailed description of each CMP component is provided in Section 3. 

2.3 Why Develop a Configuration Management Plan? 

Based on OMB A-130, the Handbook for Information Assurance Security Policy, and other 
ust be developed and documented in a CMP for all 

SSs and MAs.  Developing a CMP is critical for implementing CM and ensures the following: 

 Changes to the configuration are identified and evaluated to determine the impact 
to system security before implementation. 

Any changes made to the system are documented and tracked.  Ideally, this process begins at the 
system development stage and is carried out until the system is replaced.  Because each change is 
tracked from initial system development through completion, a thorough history of changes is 
created for that system.  For example, an MA running on an Oracle database may require an 
upgrade to a more recent version of Oracle because of existing vulnerabilities in the older 
version.  Upgrading to the more recent version of Oracle will change the MA’s configuration.  
The need for a version upgrade is a configuration change that must be thoroughly analyzed, since 
it may affect security, system performance, and functionality.  This change should be 
documented in a formal process to provide a historical representation of one of the changes 
occurring throughout the system development life cycle (SDLC). 

                                                

Federal laws and regulations, a CM process m
G

 
3 System baseline will be discussed in detail in Section 4. 
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 Configuration is documented ensuring that version control is maintained.  Upgrades 
 

 configuration 
, as part of the CMP, system documentation can be checked to verify 

allows the system to achieve its objective.  For example, if 
 to be modified to implement a stringent password for users, it 
change will be included in a later version.  Prior to the new 

es should be documented to ensure that version control is 

ainst the initial baseline ensuring that all changes 
umented for any new parties involved in the CM 

Information on the system, including the manufacturer, model type, and software version, is 
nsuring access to the most recent system information. 

Ideally, a CMP should be developed at the beginning of the SDLC to ensure that a CM process is 
nd maintain all changes that are made to the GSS or MA 

throughout the SDLC.  A CMP is a living document and should be reviewed and updated as 

; however, existing system documentation (i.e., system security 
plan, system configuration documents, system maintenance records, vendor manuals, system 

ity-related information) will be more heavily emphasized in the 
development of the CMP. 

and additions are easily implemented because of hardware and software controls in
a formal CM process. 

 

The system documentation includes information on the system specification and
design, ensuring that
whether the designed configuration 
an MA’s system design needs
could be determined that this 
version’s implementation, all chang
maintained. 

 The configuration is verified ag
have been maintained and doc
process. 

recorded and tracked, e

2.4 When Should a Configuration Management Plan be Developed? 

established to control, track, a

needed—at least annually—throughout the entire SDLC.  It is possible to develop a CMP after 
the system has been deployed

configuration diagrams, and secur
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3. CONFIGURATION MANAGEME OMPONENTS 

es a de

 Cover Page; 
 Table of Contents;
 Executive Summa
 Introduction; 

unications; 
 System Configura
 Configuration Con
 CM Resources; and 
 Appendices.  

3.1 Cover Page 

The cover page shoul
GSS/MA name, Princ

3.2 Table of Contents 

ntents shou ces 
with page numbers for eac

ve Summ

The executive summary sh sis of the contents included in the 
CMP. 

3.4 Introduction 

The introduction shou

3.5 Roles and R

This section should c
all CM activities shou
documented in the CM
organization are provided in 

NT PLAN C

This section provid tailed description of each CMP component and the type of information 
that should be included in each section.  The CMP components are as follows: 

 
ry; 

 Roles and Responsibilities; 
 Comm

tion Baseline;  
trol Process; 

d include specific information to identify the document, including the 
(PO), titlipal Office e, version number, and date. 

The table of co ld provide an outline of the CMP sections, subsections, and appendi
h. 

3.3 Executi ary 

ould provide a high-level synop

ld, at a minimum, include the purpose, scope, and structure of the CMP. 

esponsibilities 

learly identify CM roles and responsibilities for the GSS/MA, noting that 
ld be performed in accordance with the processes and procedures 
P.  Some examples of CM roles and responsibilities within an 

Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1. Configuration Management Roles and Responsibilities 

Role Responsibilities 
Chief Information 
Officer 

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) is responsible for setting forth policies 
regarding CM and implementing CM at the highest level for the Department. 

System Owner/Manager The system owner/manager or other designated individual serves as the 
authority for all matters of CM for the GSS/MA. The system owner/manager 

eloping functional requirements and verifying that the 
lemented appropriately.  This individual may also play 

 

is responsible for dev
requirements are imp
a role in establishing the Configuration Control Review Board (CCRB) and
may be involved in the selection of the CCRB members. 

CM Manager Each GSS/MA should have a CM manager assigned to oversee all aspects of 
the CMP.  The CM manager is responsible for all day-to-day activities 
necessary to support the CMP and may call on other personnel for assistance. 

 manager are to: 

 

B with information to evaluate changes and screen 
 

meeting 

CRB decisions 

The main responsibilities of the CM
 Implement the CMP 
 Provide operational support to the CCRB
 Draft the CMP for CCRB approval 
 Provide the CCR

materials
 Arrange CCRB meetings, provide agendas, and prepare 

minutes 
 Coordinate implementation of C
 Maintain CM Library and database 
 Coordinate CMP with other security documentation, as required. 

CM Librarian The CM librarian is appointed by the CM manager and is responsible for 
storing, retrieving, and distributing CM library materials. 

Configuration Control The CCRB is the governing bod
Review Board 

y for CM policy and guidance affecting all 
GSSs and MAs within the organization.  A chairperson should be appointed 

ational capability, personnel safety, and 
logistics support requirements 

 Effecting substantial life-cycle cost savings 

s, 

 Establishing system baselines and authorizing changes to 
applications 

by the CCRB to oversee the activities of the Board. The main responsibilities 
of the CCRB include: 

 Managing CM operations 
 Reviewing and approving the CMP 
 Evaluating, approving, or disapproving change requests 
 Ensuring proposed changes are limited to those necessary to correct 

deficiencies 
 Satisfying changes in oper

 Maintaining security requirements 
 Preventing slippages to approved schedules 
 Ensuring proposed changes do not adversely affect external system

subsystems, facilities, software, or services 

System Users System users are responsible for reporting any weaknesses that are identified 
in current versions of the hardware, software, and components. 

Other Roles Other roles within the PO, such as the computer security officer (CSO), 
system security officer (SSO), and system administrator, may also have 
specific CM responsibilities.  Once the extent of these responsibilities is 
determined, they should be documented within the CMP for the GSS / MA.   
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3.6 

The communications section should discuss the methods used to share infor

Communications 

mation regarding CM 

onfiguration Control Process 

his section should identify the CCP that is required to ensure all changes to the GSS/MA are 
roperly requested, evaluated, and authorized.  The CCP should provide detailed, step-by-step 
rocedures for establishing, processing, tracking, and documenting changes.  At a minimum, the 
llowing eight (8) basic steps should be included in the CCP: 

 Step 1: Establish System Configuration Baseline; 
 Step 2: Identify Change and Complete Change Request Form; 
 Step 3: Submit Change Request Form; 
 Step 4: Evaluate Change Request Form; 
 Step 5: Review Impact Analysis; 
 Step 6: Approve, Disapprove, Defer, or Refer Change Request; 
 Step 7: Perform Configuration Status Accounting; and 
 Step 8: Conduct Configuration Verification and Audit. 

ince the CCP makes up the largest section in the CMP, Section 4

(e.g., upgrades, application changes, technical notices, and version control).  This section should 
address items such as who has access to the information and how, when, and what type of 
information is shared. 

3.7 C

T
p
p
fo

S  Configuration Control Process 
ill provide further details on the eight steps listed above. 

.8 Configuration Management Resources 

he CM resources section of the CMP should describe facilities and tools used for CM activities.  
his information serves as guidance for planning the resources required to support the functions 
f each PO throughout the CM process.  Because the number of staff, equipment, and space 
quired will vary according to each PO’s needs, the CM manager should periodically review the 
sources involved in CM and verify that the facilities and tools are up-to-date.  The CM 
anager should also work with the system owner and CCRB to determine what type of software 

ackage will be best for the organization and its systems. 

st of dedicated spaces for personnel and equipment.  Security controls should be 
ements.  This 

 that must be in place to 
protect the GSS/MA. 

hange 
kages, 

GSS/MA. 

w

3

T
T
o
re
re
m
p

3.8.1 Facilities 

Facilities consi
in place to safeguard the materials based on confidentiality and sensitivity requir
section should include any physical/environmental security controls

3.8.2 Tools 

Using automated tools is an effective way of managing CM activities and maintaining c
control.  This section should identify any commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software pac
automated software, or support hardware and software that is used to build and manage the 
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4. CONFIGURATION CONTROL PROCESS 

e CMP because of the number of changes, revisions, upgrades, 
 might undergo throughout its life cycle.  Thus, the effective 

es requires a formal, documented, systematic process for requesting, 
ng changes to a GSS/MA.  Figure 4-1 is an illustration of the 

 

 

 

 

 be 

sh System Configuration Baseline 

, and to provide details regarding all 
 

t and the specific configuration settings for each.  If the GSS/MA is not yet 
tem Configuration Baseline should be documented to reflect the current 

The CCP is a critical portion of th
and modifications that a GSS/MA
management of chang
evaluating, tracking, and approvi
CCP.  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following sections provide a detailed description of the eight minimum steps that should
included as part of the CCP.  These steps should be tailored to the needs of the organization and 
the GSS/MA. 

4.1 Step 1: Establi

The first step of the CCP is to establish the System Configuration Baseline, which is a snapshot 
of the current design and functionality of the GSS/MA
hardware and software.  The System Configuration Baseline includes identification of servers,
workstations, and software applications that are currently being used in the production 
environmen
operational, the Sys

Step 1: Establish System Configuration Baseline

Step 2: Identify Change and Complete CR Form

Step 3: Submit CR Form

Step 4: Evaluate CR Form

Step 5: Review Impact Analysis

Step 6: Approve, Disapprove, Defer, or Refer CR

Step 7: Perform Configuration Status Accounting

Step 8: Conduct Configuration Verification and
Audit

Figure 4-1. Configuration Control Process 
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status of the GSS/MA is within the SDLC.  Specifically, the following items should describe 
and/or identify the System Configuration Baseline: 

 System Architecture; 
 System Characterization; 

 may be needed to depict the system hardware used and any 
 routers, and firewalls).  The diagram should indicate all connections 
works that are either internal to the Department or external to other 

4.1.2 System Characterization 

The system characterization should consist of a description of the GSS/MA, providing 

y of the GSS/MA; 
s; 

ation sensitivity levels; 
 integrity, and availability levels; and 

processed by or stored in the GSS/MA. 

the system characterization of the 
used in this section. 

 the GSS/MA 
se

Additional information, such as vendor support contact information, may also be included as 
necessary. 

4

 Hardware; 
 Software; and 
 System Library. 

This information may be collected from various system and/or security documentation. The 
amount of existing documentation may depend on where the GSS/MA is within the SDLC. 

4.1.1 System Architecture 

A thorough analysis of the system topography should be provided as part of the System 
Configuration Baseline.  A diagram
connectivity devices (hubs,
to other systems and/or net
organizations. 

information such as: 

 Purpose and functionalit
 Number of user
 System criticality and inform
 System confidentiality,
 Type of data that is 

If a risk assessment report is available for the GSS/MA, 
GSS/MA may be extracted from the report and 

4.1.3 Hardware 

The hardw rtare used to suppo should be identified and documented when 
establishing the System Configuration Ba
included fo

line. Listed below is information that should be 
r each piece of hardware: 

 Manufacturer’s name; 
 Model number; 
 Serial number; 
 Configuration settings; and 
 Hardware specifications, parts, and/or boards. 

.1.4 Software 
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The software used to suppo
System Configuration Basel

rt the GSS/MA should be identified and documented as part of the 
ine.  Information that should be included for each piece of software 

ssword policy, account lockout policy, requirements to change 
ent log policy, restricted 
c). 

All system documentation, such as the following, used to establish the System Configuration 

llowing, should also be included: 

 Glossary of terms  Personnel staffing requirements 
 

 supporting information should include the title, publication date, 
version number, and revision date of each document, if applicable. 

includes: 
 Title (including acronym or nickname used to reference the software); 
 Version number; 
 Build number (if appropriate); 
 Media (such as 4-mm tape, 8-mm tape, and CD ROM); 
 Hardware requirements necessary to run the software (such as available disk space, 

random access memory, and network connections); and 
 Control parameters (pa

existing passwords, audit policy, user rights assignments, ev
groups, system services settings, file permissions settings, et

Additional information, such as vendor support contact information, may also be included as 
necessary. 

4.1.5 System Library 

This section should include a list of all system documentation and supporting information, as 
well as a description of the CM library. 

4.1.5.1 System Documentation and Supporting Information 

Baseline should be referenced: 

 User Manuals; 
 System Reference Guides; 
 System Security Plan; 
 Contingency Plan; 
 Risk Assessment;  
 Security Test and Evaluation (ST&E) Plan; and 
 Disaster Recovery Plan (if applicable). 

Supporting information, such as the fo

 List of acronyms  Project standardization documents
 Hardware/software inventory  System or subsystem specifications 
 Project procedures and plans  Change request form 
 Development specifications  Status accounting 
 System configuration diagrams4  

All system documentation and

                                                 
4 System configuration diagrams help to explain various system components.  These diagrams explain how other systems are

electronically linked to the system as well as their interconnection of user bases.  The diagrams include internal and external
 
 

connections to the system, and are basically a picture of the system’s architecture and links to the system.  These types of 
diagrams can be used as an aid when conducting an inventory of system hardware. 
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4.1.5.2 CM Library 

The CM library should maintain all CM
security impact assessment forms, and C

-related documentation (e.g., change request (CR) forms, 
R status log).  The CM manager should be responsible 

plete CR Form 

ge is 
d) should be collected.  A change may be 

ergency CR form should be 
, 
 

for maintaining the CM library to ensure all documents regarding GSS/MA changes are stored in 
an orderly manner, and copies are provided to authorized persons, when necessary.  If the 
GSS/MA is complex or is frequently updated or changed, the CM manager may delegate some 
responsibilities to a CM librarian, who is generally responsible for storing, retrieving, and 
distributing library materials. 

4.2 Step 2: Identify Change and Com

At some point, a change to the GSS/MA may be needed; thus, this step describes how a CR is 
initiated and what to do when this occurs.  To initiate a change, the need for that change should 
be identified and other relevant information (such as what type of change it is, why the chan
necessary, and how the change may be implemente
categorized as an emergency, major, minor, or optional change.  Emergency changes are not 

ergency changes must be properly typically required to undergo the entire CCP; however, em
documented and authorized.  For an emergency change, an em
completed. The emergency CR form will provide information such as justification, timeframe
and the potential impact on security, including a signature from the approving security official
(See Appendix F for a sample Emergency Change Request form). 

e completed. Information provided on 
, impact of the change, 

To initiate a nonemergency change, a CR form should b
the CR form should include the title and description of the change
justification for the change, and estimated number of staff necessary to implement the change.  
(See Appendix D for a sample Change Request form).  The system owner or other designated 
individual should ensure that all information on the form has been completed before submission.  

A security impact assessment form should also be included with the CR form, describing in
detail the possible impact that this change could have on system security (See Appendix E

 
 for a 

sample Security Impact Assessment form).  

ore critical 
 

log to include all new CRs, 

4.3 Step 3: Submit CR Form 

The completed CR form should be submitted to the CCRB for approval.  Once the CCRB 
receives the form, a CR tracking number is assigned to and documented on the CR form.  All 
emergency CR forms should also be submitted to the CCRB for approval within a m
timeframe and an emergency request number is assigned to and documented on the emergency
CR form.  In addition, the CCRB should update the CR status 
including emergency requests, so the change can be tracked (See Appendix G for a sample 
Change Request Status Log). 

All GSS/MA configuration changes may not have to be approved by the CCRB.  For example, 
changes to an MA’s Microsoft Access database field may not have to be approved by the CCRB.  
However, the system owner or designated individual must review technical and business 
analyses to determine how the change will impact the system and render a decision based on the 
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information provided.  All changes should be tracked in either a CR status log or in an equivalent 
log that maintains all configuration changes. 

information provided on the completed CR 
 
ils on 

r decisions to be made 

e to the 

ts; 
 be affected; 

4.4 Step 4: Evaluate CR Form 

In Step 4, the CCRB should carefully evaluate the 
form to determine whether or not to approve the change.  Missing or inadequate information
could preclude the CR from being expedited immediately.  This section should provide deta
how the evaluation is performed and should establish a time frame fo

cy CRs. regarding regular CRs as well as emergen

4.5 Step 5: Review Impact Analysis 

The CCRB should review the technical and business effects of implementing the chang
GSS/MA.  The technical analysis, usually conducted first, should determine the following: 

 Whether the change is technically correct; 
 Whether the change is technically necessary and feasible within the system constrain
 How system security will
 All associated costs for implementing the change; and 
 All security components affected (this section will be included in the Security Impact 

Assessment Form; see Appendix E). 

The business analysis should determine the following: 

 Milestones and if the requested time frames are feasible; 
g contractual agreement regarding the system; and 

, associated costs with purchasing the hardware, 

4.6 Step 6: Approve, Disapprove, Defer, or Refer CR 

The CCRB should review the CR and impact analysis and make a decision based on the 
information provided.  The CR status log should be used to track all CR’s and corresponding 
decisions.  The CCRB has the option to choose one of the following decisions: 

 Approve

 Whether the change affects an existin
 Overall impact to the PO, the Department

software, and labor as well as the impact on personnel schedules. 

sults of the impact analysis review before The CCRB should take into consideration the re
making a decision about the change. 

. Immediate implementation is authorized and may occur at any time after an 
authorized signature has been documented on the CR. 

 Disapprove. Immediate denial of the request regardless of circumstances and information 
provided. 

 Defer. Immediate decision is postponed until further notice.  This decision could be due 
to lack of documentation or results of the technical and business impact analyses. 

 Refer. A decision cannot be made by the CCRB alone.  In this situation, the CCRB may 
seek consensus with an independent, objective party to ensure that the decision will not 
drastically affect system security. 
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4.7 

This step consists of ma

Step 7: Perform Configuration Status Accounting 

intaining records of all changes and ensuring the traceability of each CR 

uration Verification and Audit 

nfiguration verification and audits to ensure 
ents.  Verification provides the means 

g documents to verify that the 
nfiguration is the approved 

built” 
s, CM 

 Changes are properly implemented; 
 Regulations and standards are followed; 
 Documentation is accurate (e.g., test results, vendor documentation, system environment, 

and configuration identification information); 
 The system performs its functions; and 
 Security status is constant. 

from initiation through resolution and disposition.  Status accounting enables the implementation 
of approved changes to be tracked and managed and accomplishes the following: 

 Provides historical databases and records; 
 Provides the status of approved baseline, proposed changes, and implementation of 

approved status; 
 Determines the status on all systems in the CM process; and 
 Tracks changes and action items. 

4.8 Step 8: Conduct Config

The final step of the CCP is to conduct co
compliance with the current configuration control requirem
to examine the characteristics of each system and the supportin
configuration in place meets the user’s needs and the current co
System Configuration Baseline. 

Audits include functional and physical configuration audits.  Functional configuration audits 
verify that the system’s actual performance conforms to the stated requirements and physical 
configuration audits ensure the baseline documentation is a true representation of the “as-
version of the software and hardware.  In addition, as part of the audit proces
documentation will be verified for accuracy with respect to content and timelines.  Verification 
and audit ensures the following: 
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5. SUMMARY 

d systematic set of procedures that describe 

eeds of the GSS/MA: 

 Step 5: Review Impact Analysis; 

 

CM is a key process for maintaining the appropriate level of information security for a GSS/MA. 
In order to manage changes effectively, a formal an
how to process changes to the system must be developed and implemented.  As described in the 
handbook, the CCP is a critical portion of the CMP that is required to ensure all changes to the 
GSS/MA are properly requested, evaluated, and authorized.  The CCP should include a 
minimum of the following eight steps, tailored to fit the n

 Step 1: Establish System Configuration Baseline; 
 Step 2: Identify Change and Complete CR Form; 
 Step 3: Submit CR Form; 
 Step 4: Evaluate CR Form; 

 Step 6: Approve, Disapprove, Defer, or Refer CR; 
 Step 7: Perform Configuration Status Accounting; and 
 Step 8: Conduct Configuration Verification and Audit. 

These procedures provide a structured method, which is in compliance with the Department’s 
standards for documenting the CM process for a GSS/MA in a CMP, which is required for 
Certification and Accreditation (C&A).  The outcome--a successfully documented CM process--
ensures that the GSS/MA has a plan in place for updating, changing, adding, or deleting 
hardware or software configurations implemented after the initial baseline.   

Specific questions or comments regarding the content of this handbook should be directed to the 
Information Assurance (IA) staff within the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO). 
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App ms 

Configuration. Functional and physical charac ristics of hardware or software as set forth in 
technical docum . 

C ation justification, evaluation, coordination, 
a , or disa mplementation of all approved changes in 
t figuration  established. 

C ration M pplying technical and administrative direction 
a eillance functional and physical characteristics of a 
c ation ite  characteristics, record and report change processing 
and implementation status, and verify compliance with specified requirements. 

G or cted set of information resources under the same 
direct managem mmon functionality.  A system normally includes 
h re, softwa lications, communications, and people. For example, a 
system can be a local area network (including smart terminals) that supports a branch office, an 
agency -wide backbone, a communications network, a departmental data processing center 
( g its op  radio network, or shared information 
p ng serv ook for Information Technology Security 

endix A. Glossary of Ter

te
entation or achieved in a product

onfigur
al

Control. The systematic proposal, 
s, and the ipprov

he con
pproval of proposed change
 after the baseline has been

onfigu anagement (CM). A discipline a
nd surv

ur
 to identify and document the 

s to thoseonfig m, control change

eneral Supp t System (GSS). An interconne
ent control that share co

ardwa re, information, data, app

includin erating system and utilities), a tactical
rocessi ice organization.  See the Handb

General Support Systems and Major Applications Inventory Procedures for more details. 

Major Applicat quires special attention to security because of 
the risk and mag ng from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or 
m tion of Note: All federal applications require some 

vel of protection. However, certain applications, because of the information they contain, 
quire special management oversight and should be treated as major.  Adequate security for 

ther applications should be provided by security of the systems in which they operate.  See the 
Handbook for Information Technology Security General Support Systems and Major 

ion (MA). An application that re
nitude of the harm resulti

odifica the information in the application.  
le
re
o

Applications Inventory Procedures for more details. 

System Configuration Baseline. A snapshot of the current design and functionality of the GSS 
or MA, including details regarding system architecture, system characterization, hardware, 
software, and system library.  The current configuration that has been formally reviewed and 
agreed upon, and thereafter serves as the baseline. 

System Development Life Cycle. A structured approach for systems development from 
planning and support to disposal of the system.  A proven series of steps and tasks used to build 
and maintain quality systems faster, at lower costs, and with less risk. 
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Appendix B. Acronyms 
 

CC

CIO Chief Information Officer 

CM figuration Management Plan 

CSO Computer Security Officer 

MA  Major Application 

OMB Office of Managem

SDLC 

Security Testing and Evaluation 

 

C&A Certification and Accreditation 
P Configuration Control Process 

CCRB Configuration Control Review Board 

CM Configuration Management 
P Con

COTS Commercial off-the-Shelf 
CR Change Request 

Department U.S. Department of Education 
GSS General Support System 
IT Information Technology 

OCIO Office of the Chief Information Officer 
ent and Budget 

PO Principal Office 
System Development Life Cycle 

SSO System Security Officer 
ST&E 
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Appendix D. Sample Change Request Form 

CR Originator (System Owner) Name: 

CR Originator (System Owner) Signature: 
 
 
 
Date: 

CR Tracking Number Priority: 
 

al            Routine            Administrative          Critic

Title of Change: 

Change Request Form 

Description of Change: 

Product Identification Impact, 
Software 

Continues on
attached page

Continues on 
attached page 

Product Identification Impact, Continues on 
attached page Hardware 

Product Identification Impact, 
Documentation 

Continues on 
attached page 

Security Impact: 
 
 
Business Impact: 

Justification of Change and Potential Impact if Change is Not Made: 

Continues on 
attached page

Continues on 
attached page

Estimated Number of Staff/Total Hours Needed: 
 

 Staff   Total Hours

Sites Affected: 

CR Sponsor’s (SSO) Name:    Signature: Date: 

CCRB Disposition:  If not “Approve,” provide explanation.       
Approve                  Disapprove  

          
Defer Refer To ______________ 

CCRB Name (to be completed by the 
CCRB):  
 
 
Signature: 

Date: 

Resolution
1.  Testing 

Tester: 

System Test Completion Date: 

Acceptance Test Completion Date: 

Additional Comments: 

3.  Quality Assurance 

QA Signature: 

QA Completion Date: 

Documents Com  
 

pleted:

2.  Implementation 

System Owner Signature: 

Implementation Date: 

Additional Comments: 
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Appendix E. Sample Security Impact Assessment Form

CR Originator (System Owner) Name: 

C
 
 
 
 
Date: 

R Originator (System Owner) Signature: 

CR Tracking Number Priority:  
 
        Critical             Routine         Administrative    

Title of Change: 

Description of Change (from CR Form): 

Sites Affected: 

SSO Name:   Signature: Date: 

I
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mpact of the Change on System Security: 

W
  

 

 

ill any security measures need to be suspended during the actual implementation time?    
        

Yes             No  If yes, please explain below: 

Security Impact Assessment Form 
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Ap m 

 

pendix F. Sample Emergency Change Request For
 

 
 
Emergency Request No.: ______________________________   Date of Re uest:q  ______________ 
    
Name of Sys : ___________________________________  PO: ________________________ tem
 
Type of Cha ge (Hardware, S tware, etc.): ____________________________________________ n of
 
Components Affected: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Users Affect : ____________________________________ ed
 
Explain Security Impact (attac  supporting docume ): ________________________________ h ntation
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ __________ ___ _ _ ____ _
 
Staff Hours and Labor: ________________________ ______ __________ ____ __
 
Cost: _____ ________________________________ _________ ___________ ___ _ _
 
Date (Needed Implementation Date): _____________ ___________________ __
 
Justification attach supporting documentation):  __ ______ ____________ ___________ _______  ( ____ ___ _ ___
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ _____________ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ __________ ___ _ _ ____ _
__________ ________________________________ _________ _____________ _________ __________ ___ _ _ ____ _
 
 
 
 
__________ ________________________________  ____________ ___________ ___  _
SSO Authorized Signature  Date 
 
 
 
__________ ________________________________  ____________ ___________ ___  _
CCRB Auth ized Signature     Date or
 

Em m 
 

ergency Change Request For
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11BAppendix G. Sample Change Request Status Log 

Change Request Status Log 

CR 
Number 

Assigned CCRB 
Reviewer Name 

CR Disposition 
(Approve, Refer, 

Disapprove, Defer) 
Date 

Change 
Completion 

Projected Date 

Actual 
Completion 

Date 

Completion 
Sign Off 
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